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Finishing News ~ Julie Mar Needlepoint Trunk Show ~ Stitch of the Month ~ Fiber of the Month, and more!
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In this Issue: 

1. Finishing News
2. October Trunk Show: Julie Mar Needlepoint 
3. Feature Article: Needlepoint Royalty
4. Fiber of the Month: Waterlilies
5. Stitch of the Month: Leaf Stitch

Finishing News:
Boo!  It's October -- that means Halloween and all the spooky, scary, creepy stitch
projects come out to play.  Our squadron of professional Finishers aren't scared by
any project, no matter how dauntingly three-dimensional it may be.  Case in point,
the fun Halloween stand-ups shown below.  Even if a canvas seems to be
"ornament-shaped" -- and, we admit, Halloween trees may not really be a thing --
we can turn it into a cool three-dimensional item that you can use to turn your
home into a needlepointed Hallows Eve showplace.  Each of the items below is a
stand-up "bottle" -- perfect for setting in a front window as Trick-or-Treaters
approach your door.
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And here is something very special -- a genuine needlepoint haunted house!  Be
the envy of your friends and neighbors by trotting this out and setting it in a
window or on a table!! 
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So be creative -- Stitch your heart out -- and let our Finishers do the rest!!

Current Trunk Show:
Julie Mar & Friends Needlepoint

 

                                                        6 Whimsical Pups

                                                         15" x 8" (13 mesh) SKU 86012
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For October, Rittenhouse Needlepoint welcomes over 200 canvases from Julie
Mar & Friends Needlepoint.  Because this trunk show features the work of several
collaborators, a wide variety of designs are available.  There really is something
for everyone this month -- from the abstract to the traditional.  The canvases also
offer Talis bags, bookmarks, bricks, frames, pillows, and lots of handy-dandy 5" x
5" items that can serve as inserts in the Sudberry wood boxes that we offer!  The
Julie Mar design company was originally started in the 1970s by Julie Thompson,
a plein air artist, who specialized in landscapes and florals.  Since its inception, the
line has added other artists, including Marcia Steinbock, Florence Schiavo, Sally
Corey, Kathy Lanza, Laurie Ludwin, and Katerina Dee.  (Wow.  What a list!!!) 
Due to a technical glitch this month, we could not load trunk show pictures onto
our website.  (The trunk show area of our site still has last month's pics.)  So,
please review Julie Mar Design's website here and call the store if you see a
canvas that you like!  And remember, we offer a 10% discount on in-stock trunk
show canvases. If you are in town, please stop in to peruse the selection in person,
and to chat with our friendly staff.  A couple of my favorite Trunk Show canvases
are highlighted above and below:
 

Shofar and Bible (13" x 11"  (13 mesh)  SKU 86028)

http://www.juliemardesigns.com/
http://www.juliemardesigns.com/
http://www.juliemardesigns.com/
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Pansy Bookmark (18 mesh   SKU 92260)

Chickadee Ministocking (18 mesh) SKU 86081
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Lavender Snow (5" x 5" (18 mesh) SKU 14125)

Golden Abstract Cosmos (5" x 5" (18 mesh) SKU 14127)
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Irises (5" x 12" (18 mesh) SKU 86058)

Coming Soon:
Never too early to get psyched for our next trunk show!

Coming in November -- Strictly Christmas and Etc. Designs
 

Feature Article: Stitching Royalty

http://www.juliemardesigns.com/mm5/merchant.mvc?Screen=SFNT&Store_Code=juliemar
http://www.strictlychristmasetc.com/
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Unfortunately, we cannot all be the Princess of Monaco, but we can stitch like we
are!  According to this People article from 1983 (yes, we spare no effort in finding
and researching interesting needlepoint facts for our readers, plumbing the depths
even of early 80s news clippings...), Princess Grace spent long, quiet hours doing
needlepoint to escape from "the fishbowl of publicity" in which she lived.
 Researching a bit further, we found that the American Needlepoint Guild has an
award named in Princess Grace's honor for projects that are completed entirely in
tent stitch.  It is easy to become obsessed with adding complex stitches to our
projects -- and complex stitches can be fun and amazing -- but the existence of the
Princess Grace Award reminds us that the simple beauty of tent stitch can be
breath-taking (dare I say, regal) as well.

Fiber of the Month: Waterlilies
(Because we should all increase our fiber intake...)

http://people.com/archive/grace-of-monaco-vol-20-no-11/
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Stitched Samples Using Waterlilies, photo from The Caron Collection

Rittenhouse Needlepoint offers a wide selection of Waterlilies silk fiber by
Caron. Waterlilies is a beautiful silk fiber that is imported from Italy and hand-
painted in the United States.  Like Gloriana and Splendor, Waterlilies is a 12-ply
strandable silk fiber.  We (and the manufacturer) recommend four strands on an 18
mesh and six strands on a 13 mesh for most stitches.  (If you are working a
long/straight stitch, you probably want to add a strand to these numbers to ensure
adequate coverage.)  The Waterlilies silk fibers are unbelievable soft and supple --
truly a joy to hold.  The line offers a wide selection of variegated colors that range
from subtle color shifts to bold blends.  As with any variegated, the stitch that you
are working will change how the shadings land on the canvas, which is one of the
joys of playing with a variegated fiber.  In honor of Waterlilies being the Stitch of
the Month (competition is stiff, after all), we are offering 10% off of purchases of
this fiber for the month of October!

Stitch of the Month:
Leaf Stitch

 

https://rittenhouseneedlepoint.com/fiber/waterlilies.html
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Credit: Needlework Guide.com

I still remember the day that I learned Leaf Stitch in a class here at Rittenhouse
Needlepoint.  My thought was: Wow this is so pretty...where the heck do I use this
thing?   It seemed like the type of stitch that needed a huge run of uninterrupted
canvas.  This month, I decided to see what would happen if I tried to use Leaf
Stitch in a small area.  Spoiler alert: The world did not end; I did not end; it was,
in fact, super fun.

Here is the little BB Needlepoint Designs ornament that last month had Cashmere
Stitch on the background.  I used one of the 17 variations of Leaf Stitch (not
joking -- google it -- at least 17 different versions of Leaf Stitches exist!) on one of
the Christmas trees.  Rather than nestle all the leaves together, I stacked them nose
to tail and sibe-by-side and waited to see what would happen.  Here is what
happened:
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And the little boxes that were created by the spaces in between the Leaf Stitch
were just crying out for Hungarian Diamonds:
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  This section of canvas is approximately 2.5 square inches -- and a somewhat
weird shape, because this left-most tree is interrupted by the center tree.
 Nonetheless, there was plenty of room for not one but two different stitches.  So
do not be afraid to branch out and use Leaf Stitch (hee hee, botanical needlepoint
pun) in small canvas areas!!

https://twitter.com/RNeedlepoint
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Social Media
Be sure to sign up for our Facebook and

Instagram feeds to stay abreast of
Stephen's thoughts and insights. If you
don't sign up you might miss out and
with new threads, new canvases and a

new dog (you definitely don't want that)
so sign up today.

Share Tweet Forward
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